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Rise Up Against the Darkness  
and Be Empowered with Holy Spirit Fire!

 

Fueled by Fire
Becoming a Woman of Courage, Faith and Influence

by Staci Wallace
 
Women today are expected to find “balanced success” in every discipline—service, 
leadership, influence, managing busy schedules, nurturing families, building businesses, 
gaining followers and, at the same time, harnessing their emotions. Meanwhile, there is 
a resounding message being broadcast that we should have more, do more, be more and 
somehow change the world. Enough never seems to be enough.
 
Is a life of sustainable peace, profits and purpose even attainable today?
 
With over 30 years of business leadership, 25 years of nonprofit work, a marriage of 23 
years and two God-fearing young adults, Staci teaches women how to escape the trap of 
unrealistic expectations and how to overcome the addiction to the approval of others. 
Her life of miracle comeback stories shows proof to the message she boldly carries of  
being fueled by the fire of the Holy Spirit in a world that loves to water down the truth.
 
In Staci’s book Fueled by Fire, you will be deeply challenged by the forthright courage of 
women in the Bible. And you will be inspired by Staci’s own story of walking  
courageously through epic challenges in business and life, proving that with God,  
anything is possible.

“There is no doubt that the marketplace is the sphere of influence God has 
given Staci Wallace. . . . With your complete surrender to Jesus, Staci’s words in 

this book will bring transformation into your life.”

Nicole Binion, worship recording artist; co-pastor, Dwell Church
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Staci Wallace has been a successful businesswoman, entrepreneur and thought 
leader for over 30 years. She is an accomplished author, motivational speaker and 
media host, as well as the founder of EMwomen (Empowering Women). Staci, her 
husband, Larry, and their two children live in Frisco, Texas. Learn more at  
staciwallace.com. Instagram/Twitter: @staciwallace  
Facebook: facebook.com/staciwallace
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“Fueled by Fire will 
inspire, empower and 

equip those whose 
hearts desire  

passionately to serve  
the Lord in this  
strategic hour.”

Patricia King, founder, 
Women in Ministry 

Network


